
Confero is a software package for straight-forward meeting 
management via the web server of the Plixus engine. Audio-wise, it 
includes default routing configurations that can be parameterized 
online in your web browser. 

The Confero Advanced Audio license unlocks advanced functionalities: 
it allows you to create custom configurations, manage inputs outputs 
and switch between configurations easily. 

Hassle-free Installation

No installation on a dedicated PC or setup of databases is needed. 
Just open your web browser to access the engine’s web page and add 
the license. The software is platform-independent and you can use a 
Windows PC or laptop, or a Mac with a web browser.

User Roles

In continuation with Confero 360, you can attribute different user 
roles. This makes it possible to tweak the interface to see only what’s 
important to get the job done.

Once the Confero Advanced Audio license is active, the Technician is 
allowed to edit and create different audio configurations besides the 
existing default ones.

In combination with Confero 360, an Operator or Chairperson profile 
will be able to activate a predefined configuration and adjust the audio 
levels (loudspeaker, aux and Dante) of the active configuration. 

Confero Advanced Audio allows you to configure audio 
routing options visualized by a matrix.
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Description

71.98.3001

With the Confero Advanced Audio license, you can:

 » Use default audio configurations (normal, distance conferencing, 
external equalizer, hybrid conferencing, DSP)

 » Create new custom configurations
 » Activate a prepared audio configuration
 » Edit, duplicate and delete a configuration
 » Switch between existing configurations
 » Visualize the various routing groups as a matrix
 » Set routing options
 » Manage all inputs and outputs (auxiliary and Dante levels)
 » Set mix minus and number of mix minus groups
 » Route translation channels to Dante
 » (DSP only) Select microphones or loudspeakers as always active 

for user input and output groups in customs configurations
 » Set dynamics for all in-room delegates and Lingua Interpreter 

Desks
 » (In combination with the Confero 360 license) Log in as Technici-

an, Operator or Chairperson

Features & Benefits
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HQ Belgium

+32 51 30 30 45

conference@televic.com

https://www.televic.com/en/conference

Asia

+86 21 61 48 01 23

conference@televic.com

www.televic-conference.com.cn

United States

+1 916 920 0901

conference-us@televic.com

France

+33 3 74 09 52 76

conference-france@televic.com

www.televic-conference.fr
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System Requirements

Compatible browsers:

 » Google Chrome (version 81 or higher)
 » Mozilla Firefox (version 75 or higher)
 » Microsoft Edge (version 81 or higher)
 » Apple Safari (version 13 or higher)

License

To unlock Confero Advanced Audio, the following license is required:

 » 71.98.3001 - Confero Advanced Audio

Supported Conference Devices & Software

 » Plixus AE-R & MME (CRP7.10 onwards)
 » Confero (7.10 onwards)
 » Confidea F series
 » Confidea FLEX series
 » uniCOS
 » Lingua ID
 » (Future version) Confidea G4


